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Book Descriptions:

bt50 manual vs auto

It will be in showrooms this year. You might then decide to await the new model, or wait for a runout
sale in the leadup to its launch, and grab a bargain on this one.No more car dealership ripoffs.
Greater transparency. Less stress. Redblooded Aussie Blokes will never admit this, but theyre
atrociously fashionconscious when it comes to utes. Aussie blokes buying utes put women to shame
on handbags and shoes. Totally. Just admit it. Youd have to be clinically nuts to buy one of them, in
the face of overwhelming evidence about how hard youre rolling the dice there. And yet, they do.
And you know what I never get complaints from owners about BT50s. My inbox overflows with
complaints from owners painted into a corner here and there, as a matter of course just not in
relation to BT50s. So, styling aside, if you want to buy with your head, as opposed to using your
reproductive organs for this demanding task, the BT50 worth a look. The BT50 is a fundamentally
excellent ute, which ticks a great many boxes It has a potent engine, solid driveline, heavy tow
capacity, good safety credentials and plenty of luxury features if you dont mind spending the big
bucks. And its a lot better value than a fully loaded Ranger, Colorado, Amarok or Hilux. There are an
incredible 23 different variations on offer as things stand 10 4x2s and 13 4x4s so theres probably no
excuse for not finding one that suits you, or near enough. Click see below for the 23 offthe rack
BT50 combinations you can buy, in both 4x2 and 4x4 They did what they could, without changing the
sheetmetal which is generally too expensive for a facelift. Theres also the bigger warranty and
extended service interval, noted above. Previously only the upper grades copped a reversing camera,
making people who bought lower grade BT50s second class citizens on safety. Thats no longer the
case, and high time too.http://alicartours.com/imagenes_alicar/dc-manual.xml
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Accidental runovers in the driveway at home is the second most common cause of accidental death
for children, after drowning in a backyard swimming pool. Pretty sobering fact. So thats good. Apple
Car Play and Android Auto are also standard now finally. Mazda has apparently dropped its
addiction to its thirdrate MZD Connect system, finally acknowledging that its customers are all in a
preexisting relationship with either Apple or Google, and theyre better at phone integration than a
carmaker could ever be so thats a plus. Alpine infotainment, power windows, power mirrors, air
conditioning, and a host of safety features are standard. GT models now get polished alloy wheels, a
chrome sports bar, a tub liner, remote tailgate locking, 12volt power outlet in the tray, and a light in
the tub. There’s also a special edition “Boss” version with black 17inch alloys, High Amplitude
MultiRoll HAMR Surround sound through 6.5inch Alpine speakers, a soft tonneau cover, chrome
accents turned gloss black, and it’s offered in a Snowflake White Pearl Mica paint, with fancy decals,
all on top of the equipment available in the GT.And if he gets you offside in your latest performance
review, you could engage low range and park on top of of that it a careerlimiting but momentarily
satisfying possibility.If youre not, and you just like the tough look, you need to consider the nature of
engineering compromise. In other words, you cant build in that offroad and towing performance
without also hurting the refinement and performance on normal, good roads like around town and
on highways and other sealed rural roads or even good unsealed roads. So, unless youre going to
use it, those extra abilities are a liability for normal driving the vehicle doesnt feel as smooth or grip
the road as well. Parttime 4WD in the BT50 cant be used on hightraction surfaces like highways or
around town.http://www.mecaniquekd.ca/upload/dc-power-supply-hy3005d-manual.xml
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The softer SUV has a better equipment suite for daily driving at the upper end were talking adaptive
cruise control, auto tailgate, more seats, panorama sunroof, etc. As well as more advanced safety
features like auto emergency braking, lane departure warning and blind spot alerts. Theres a lot
more bang for your buck with an SUV. Its not really worthy of consideration to anyone else. So,
outstanding performance and decent fuel economy are a given across the rest of the range.
Acceleration of the Mazda BT50 with the 3.2 is very impressive, both off the mark, and while you’re
overtaking. And the auto transmission integrates beautifully with the 3.2litre diesel. Towing
performance is beyond adequate. Its a nice driveline. Here’s a ute let’s take the rangetopping
dualcab Mazda BT50 4WD GT as an example in which you can shove more than 1000kg of payload
on board. And, okay the middle seat’s not that practical but show me the middle seat that is, in any
vehicle. At the weekend, you can hook up a threeandahalftonne boat. And on holidays, you can stick
the family on board, pack all their stuff and tow a boat, a van, camper trailer, horse float. Whatever.
The Mazda BT50 ute has the capacity to take more stuff than you need on any decent holiday from a
weekend away to becoming a certified, Australiacircumnavigating grey nomad. You can also
successfully poke your Mazda BT50 4WD at very challenging offroad terrain. “Successfully” meaning
you get where you wanted to go, and, importantly, later on, you come back. There aren’t many
vehicles as broadly capable as that.It emphasises just how solid the value proposition is with vehicles
like the Mazda BT50 GT 4WD. If you need those hardcore abilities, it’s a lot of versatility for the
money. The upshot of that harsh ride is the Mazda BT50 is a bit skittish on loose surfaces, unladen,
and you can expect the stability control to work pretty hard unless you’re very conservative in those
conditions.

When you think about it, the Mazda BT50 ute is longer than a BMW 7 Series limousine, so it won’t
exactly change direction in a hurry. So, basically you can see the action in terms of sales is all 4WD.
2WD utes are basically a sideshow a bit of garnish on the side, running at about onethird or less in
some cases, a lot less than those of their 4WD counterparts. This is a rare case of the price not
determining the sales volume. Australia is in love with its 4WD utes. And this is where the big bucks
are, so car companies love them too. As you can see, Mazda is the number seven seller among the
top eight in 4WD and the number three seller in 2WD. Lets see how the competition stacks up. Youre
thinking But 3.5 tonnes is a monumental tow capacity. And it is. Unfortunately, however, its not
always 3.5 tonnes. Add them together 5618kg. The Gross Combination Mass of the BTto GT is
6000kg. And 6000kg is an absolute limit for the allup weight of the ute plus what its towing. Gross
Combination Mass, or GCM, is the total weight of the ute, its payload, and whatever youre towing.
And kerb weight is the vehicle with all the liquids including a full tank of fuel, but no passengers or
cargo. Just to confuse this issue even more, in the EU it includes 75kg worth of allowance for the



driver but in other markets it does not. You are just 62kg away from being overloaded so youd better
be pretty careful about what you carry in the tray. And bear in mind things like bullbars, winches
and other accessories count as payload. Its very easy to overload a vehicle like the BT50 and other
utes when towing at the maximum capacity and you therefore must do your sums rigorously if thats
what you intend to do. Actually the GTs maximum payload is 1082kg anyway. You wont be. In
fairness, BT50 is not the only ute that has this zero sum game situation in play concerning the
relationship between towing, payload and GCM.Without knowing yours, you could easily break
something or be abusing it.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/72172

What does this mean for Australia, and future Mitsubishis generally. Tyresales has over 1.000
accredited fitment centres Australiawide. In the meantime, the current Mazda BT50 soldiers on,
sharing its core DNA with Fords Ranger. Single, Freestyle and dual cabs in 4x2 and 4x4
configurations are available, with either a manual or automatic transmission coupled to a 2.2 or
3.2litre turbodiesel engine under the bonnet. Buyers can choose between these body styles and
powertrains, all wrapped up in three trim levels XT, XTR and GT. There is no shortage of choice
there, so lets find the one that ticks the dollars and features for you. Dual cabs are the biggest
sellers and both 4x2 and 4x4 cab chassis and utility variants are on offer.Antilock brakes with
brakeforce distribution and emergency brake assist are also standard, along with electronic aids
including stability and traction control, hill assist, trailer sway control, load adaptive and roll
stability control. Hill descent control and a switchable locking rear differential are only available on
the 4x4 models. You have to go to the midrange XTR for the 7.8inch colour touchscreen display that
includes satellite navigation and a reversing camera. Carpet, a leather steering wheel and leather
gearshift knob add a bit of ambience to a ute interior and the best way to get them is to select the
XTR 4x2 and save the money spent on the 4x4. The XTR gives you dualzone air conditioning and an
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autodimming rear view mirror. Move up to the rangetopping 4x4 GT and the interior looks more
impressive, covered in black leather along with an eightway power adjustable driver seat, neither of
which are available in the 4x2 range. While the XT cab chassis and utility have black door handles,
those on the XTR are chrome and only the utilities get rear mudflaps, with the cab chassis missing
out. All Mazda BT50 dual cabs ride on alloy wheels with the XT on 16inch and the XTR and GT on
17inch alloys.

http://fradiomas.com/images/bosch-wfo-2063-manual.pdf

The most affordable way to have infotainment and the camera is to order the XTR, and if you want to
spend as little as possible, make it the 4x2. The system also comes with satellite navigation. Under
seat storage and a removable seat base are handy, but you wont find them in the XT, only the XTR
and in both drive configurations, so the choice is yours. Do you want rainsensing wipers. Then tick
the XTR 4x4 ute box. How about dualzone air conditioning and an ambient temperature gauge, auto
headlights and rainsensing wipers. Once again, its only available with the XTR ute. Ordering this
model means youll also get carpet on the floor, an autodimming mirror and leather for the steering
wheel and gearshift knob. Do you want to stand out in your BT50 Freestyle. Then slip right past the
cab chassis and, if your budget allows, head for the XTR 4x4 ute. It comes with Halogen fog lights,
chrome power mirrors, a chrome rearstep bumper and polished side steps. While the XT cab chassis
in both drive layouts runs on 16inch alloy wheels, the XTR has 17inch alloys. Black cloth covers the
seats but the 4x2 cab chassis misses out on adjustable head restraints and rake and slide for the
passenger seat. Thats the domain of the 4x2 HiRider. Your 4x4 cab chassis has rake and slide and
when fitted with an automatic transmission, adjustable head restraints along with height and lumbar
adjustments for the driver seat. The same applies to the passenger seat. A centre console with
armrest comes standard on the 4x2 HiRider cab chassis and 4x4 cab chassis. Apart from the raised
ride height there is no visual difference to the exterior of the three variants. A sixspeed automatic is
optionally available. Once again, the standard transmission is a sixspeed manual with the sixspeed
automatic an option. That ticks almost all the boxes for me. Id take the 4x2 XTR with its nicer
interior ambience and extra kit and not worry about the drive layout.

https://www.arquetopia.org/images/bosch-wfo-2060-manual.pdf
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But if I had unlimited funds Id stick with the same model as it hits a sweet spot with me, the only
change would be to have it in 4x4 guise, in case I wanted to launch myself down some boggy tracks.
Pricing guide current at the time of writing editorial. You know they are there but you don’t really
take them seriously when compared to the big 3. Now things are about to change with the release of
the new BT50. This is an all new vehicle from the ground up and specifically tuned to suit Mazda.
There is minimal sharing with its production line mate. Mazda has spent a lot of time reengineering
the front end of the BT50 to suit their ZoomZoom philosophy and they’ve done a good job. On the
highway leg the BT50 flew along with barely a murmur apart from a small amount of engine noise
and some wind noise. The new engine and transmission mate perfectly and there is plenty of power
to move you along up hill and down dale with minimal gear changes. The offroad section was
designed to showcase its credentials and again the BT50 did well, climbing, descending, traversing,
wading and manoeuvring through some surprisingly tight turns thanks to the new front end
geometry. The bit that really impressed me though was the back roads that incorporated gravel and
corrugations. This is where all utes come unstuck with the ass end rattling all over the road and
booming in the cabin. Mazda have done an excellent job with the suspension tuning and a nifty
hydraulic body mount on the rear of the cabin eliminating the booming and noise transmission. The
manual and auto continue the ZoomZoom philosophy, the manual with its short sharp shift pattern
and the auto with its positive selections. Inside the Mazda is again very car like and comfortable.
The seating is good with more room for rear occupants then the previous model. There are heaps of
genuine accessories available and they look good.

It has lots of offroad credential with all 4X4s coming standard with rear diff lock and the handling
and safety to back it up. They also have some awesome looking packages with the Boss Adventure
steel and Sports alloy Kits. It has a bore of 89.9mm and a stroke of 100.7mm for a displacement of
3,196cc.The AAS uses variables such as acceleration and deceleration rates, brake and throttle use,
and cornering speeds to ensure that the vehicle is always in the right gear at the right time without
undesired gearshifts. On downhill roads, the AAS automatically downshifts to generate additional
braking from the powertrain when it senses that the driver is applying the brakes. It thereby
promotes downhill safety. The torque converter has hydraulic slip lockup control, which is optimized
for refinement and fuel efficiency. Every 4WD Mazda BT50 regardless of whether its transmission is
automatic or manual has an electronically controlled, shiftonthefly transfer case that allows the
driver to shift between 2WD and 4WD at any time using a switch conveniently located on the floor
console. For shifting between 4H and 4L, the driver must stop the vehicle and press the clutch pedal
with a manual transmission or place the shift lever in the neutral position with an automatic
transmission.Coil springs give more linear response than the current BT50’s torsionbar spring. The
stabilizer control link is attached to the axle rather than to the lower arms as it is on the outgoing
BT50; a higher lever ratio makes the stabilizer more effective for better roll stiffness. Newly
optimized frontsuspension geometry suppresses disturbances from the road surface. And the
lowerarm bushings are made of highdamping rubber, which limits steering shimmy and promotes
ride comfort. The extra length promotes ride comfort. Also, the leafeye bushings at the front have a



diameter of 55mm 15mm bigger than those on the outgoing model.

https://www.inkfactory.pk/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626c3c10d1
6f9---cameron-hydraulic-manual.pdf

“the new BT50 has rackand pinion steering the type of steering widely used on passenger cars” The
diameter of the front brake discs has been increased from 14 inches to 16 inches on all vehicles. And
the singlepiston callipers on 2WD vehicles have been replaced with the twinpiston callipers that
feature on all 4WD models. All models have a modular system, which works with a multi function
display situated in an easytosee position near the top of the centre stack. The display is a 3.5inch
monochrome supertwisted nematic STN display for XT models and a 5inch colour liquid crystal
display LCD with Satellite Navigation for XTR and GT models. As a result, the maximum cargo
volume has been increased by 178 litres to 1,214 litres with the Dual Cab and by 226 litres to 1,453
litres with the Freestyle Cab. Both have 10% maximum allowable ball weight of 335kg and 250kg
respectively. Check out www.mazda.com.au for more details. His interests lie in street rods, drag
racing, 4WDriving and camping, burn out competitions, circuit racing and hill climbs. He is our
resident hoon. Married with two children and a qualified diesel mechanic and fitter he brings a very
laid back approach to reviewing vehicles. Hope its as good as the Ranger.Email Address You may
unsubscribe via the link found at the bottom of every email. See our Email Privacy Policy for details.
Emails are serviced by Constant Contact. Originally invented in Australia and named the ’coupe
utility’. The Ute purveys almost every aspect of Australian life. 4wd and 2wd Utes, American pickup
trucks and Truck Utes. Consider whether your post is more suited for another forum. See the index
page for the full list. The question I have is, Manual or Auto. I have done the research and the
weights are Good, learnt that in here. Any other advice will be appreciated. Many thanks. Bob. I
chose manual with my most recent purchase. Yes, I have towed with both manual and automatic and
probably driven a million km in an automatic.

No Commercial Interests to Disclose I chose manual with my most recent purchase. Yes, I have
towed with both manual and automatic and probably driven a million km in an automatic.I am
leaning toward a manual. I too have tow with both a manual and an auto so switching will be fine for
me. Cheers. Bob. Autos have come a long way in recent years and I have to say that personally I
wouldnt go back to a manual, I can leave it in full auto mode, sports mode or drive it like a manual.
The question I have is, Manual or Auto. Many thanks. Bob.A close finish between the Hilux and the
Ranger though. I chose the auto purely for ease of driving. Yes it probably uses a bit more fuel but
for me I would have bought a Yaris or Honda Getz if economy was a prime consideration. I doubt
either would have cut it to tow our van though. If I had gone for a manual transmission the Ranger
would have probably got the nod because of its good spread of gear ratios. A nice low 1st so either
slipping the clutch for hill starts or manouvering into tight parking spots would not have been so
much of a problem and not needing to select low range. Also its only got 1 overdrive ratio and I cant
for the life of me see why you would need 2 in Australia. This gives the ratio spread less of a gap
between gears. Probably better downhill braking although I have not found the Hilux to be a
problem in that area for me. Maybe this would be more pronounced if steep hills were often
encountered in your preferred areas of travel. Anyway, all the best in your selection and safe travels.
Cheers Rod The thing that comes to mind is with the Auto, there seems to be that but more needed
to make it good for the job. This of course means more expense which is bad enough with what I
must pay for the vehicle. Manual is a bit more work to drive but seems to be a bit more simpler. My
days of bashing through sand dunes and climbing mountains is pretty much over.

Two or three short trips a year but most of the time parked up and relaxing. Definitely NO city
driving. I have a month to make my mind up and will be test driving both. Thanks for the help thus
far. Bob. The question I have is, Manual or Auto. Anyway, all the best in your selection and safe
travels. Cheers RodBoth my cars are manual and Im in my early 60s but faced with your current
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choice Id think about that. Tony I find like Rod above that 1st is a very low gear, I wish the Iveco was
this low. Towing with her Ranger there is not alot of gear changing involved as it seems to have
plenty of power and torque all the spread. The choice will of course be yours but I have had both on
many vehicles and repaired both types. Good luck with your choice and enjoy our big country.
Regards Steve. Another consideration for me was that whilst my wife can drive a manual, she had
never towed with one. With the auto I can put her on the pedals for a while without worrying about
her not selecting the correct gear or slipping the clutch on take off and destroying it. In a worse case
scenario, if something were to happen to me, she could just stick it in D and bring it home. Merv As
already mentioned, the autos of today are nothing like the old trimatics of years ago. You can drive
an auto as a manual but you can not drive a manual as an auto. Do yourself a favour and give a a
auto a good test drive. Sure new auto boxes provide you with mode choices including a manual mode
a bit with an auto clutch. My main objection to an auto, is the over reliance on using the brakes, I
found out when I last owned an auto I developed lazy driving habits like when cornering just let the
brake pedal and gear box decide when to change down, where with the manual I anticipate the
corner changing down through the gears to the correct gear and then driving through the corner,
more braking via the engine less by the brakes.

There is only 1 advantage with an auto that is when reversing a heavy van, but that can be
compensated by selecting low range when reversing with a manual. No Commercial Interests to
Disclose That was fixed by a Wholesale Automatics kit. Everything is just so easy and with around
1,200nM of torque, Im as happy as a pig in mud. Roachie Van not loaded to max nor the car. That
added for others that say a Ranger wont tow 3.5t Agree with auto and sports range, I get better
economy towing in 4th. Dick. Weve since done another 170,000 ks without incident. It came loaded
with everything we wanted canopy, bullbar, hd roofrack, cruise control, drawers and weve added
plenty of weight with tools, spares, second battery and solar panel and we consistently get under
10lt per 100 ks highway use. We add Chemtech Diesel additive every fill. Pays for itself in extra
milage too. Weve towed a fairly heavy camper trailer around Oz and with it behind we average 12lt
per 100 ks. Thats across all road surfaces and some nonroad. We love the car and look after it
properly. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! frank wonthaggi 2 reviews 3 likes Read more
towing however the burns happen more regular and i noted 3 burns every 115k,s this is unbelievable
as it wastes about 4.5 litres of diesel every 100 k,s my older bt 50 would average around 17litres per
100 whereas my new bt50 average this year to darwin was 22litres per 100 k,s i used an extra 200
litres of fuel for the same journey the worst with head winds 24 litres per 100 k,s the best 19 litres
per 100 k,s with tail wind when i purchased vehicle i was told consumption would be the same as my
old bt 50.Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! frank Gippsland, VIC Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! Find out how Mazda BT50 compares to other Utes Know better, choose
better. Compare all KerriF Wimmera, VIC 5 reviews 2 likes Even if the vehicle seems to still be
driving fine, the ECG can tell that you have a troublesome injector.

This has included the car being delivered with a dent in the bonnet that ever other person except
Mazda can see, tailgate badge not straight, ongoing issues with the gear box even after being
replaced under warranty, driveline vibrations that was fixed under warranty, DPF regen problems,
leaking rear main fixed under warranty, leaking rear axel seal fix under warranty. I have never had
so much trouble with a vehicle and is the worst purchase to date. I will never buy a Mazda again.
Purchased in August 2016. Transmission Automatic Bought New Year 2016 1 like Share More
Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Honest purchaser Illawarra, NSW 7
reviews 5 likes Painful purchase and information by sales and company conflicting. Purchases new
and also new Mazda canopy. Canopy leaks and was told.you need to expect a canopy leaks. Um.no!
They are to keep things dry and secure. Did not just leak.flooded and wet all camping equipment.
They siliconed and what a mess. Still leaks. Was told to find the leak and let them know. Sorry thats
not how srrvice works. Siliconed again. Still leaks. So found it myself which is no where near the 2



different siliconed areas. They will now hear about it at service time. I have spoken to others and
been advised.no my canopy does not leak. Dear me Mazda. Improve your service. Purchased in
August 2018 at Mazda Dealers. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Jarrod M. South East
Queensland, QLD I feel ripped off published 1 year ago 2018 Xt with a dpf filter. Use my car for
work. I actually love the car. Has anyone had any luck at the dealer sorting out a solution. Write a
review on ProductReview.com.au ! cameroon 5 reviews 14 likes Most trips are around 250 k each
time. I find this appalling that this is not covered under warranty. This is my 16th Mazda and my
last. I have since found out that Mazda have replaced some of these BUT BUT BUT only if you have
had all your services done by a Mazda Dealer.

That stinks as there is no Mazda dealer where I live so I get it serviced by a local mechanic.
Purchased in February 2017. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Find out how Mazda BT50
compares to other Utes Know better, choose better. Compare all Glenn Hills where my speed
dropped driving my Prado the BT50 does effortlessly. I do a lot of off road and have optioned up and
it has made the truck better then my 80 series Landcruiser. Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! Tony D Hunter Region, NSW I use the vehicle during the week too
transport workers and equipment doing about 1000km a week. The vehicle was serviced every 10k.
The previous owner had issues. He replaced an intercooler, top turbo hose, radiator coolant line and
2 gearboxes. To Mazdas credit, they replaced the gearboxes at 80k and 160k. The current gear box
was staring to clunk at 240k with only 80k since replacement. The steering box also started to rattle
over corrugation. Read more s. Other than these issues the BT was good to drive with adequate
power for work and towing. All okay until 2 weeks ago when the turbo blew about 9pm, 30 mins
south of Gunnedah. This caused the the engine to rev over 4.5k uncontrollably. this in turn destroyed
the gear box and engine to blow cruising at 110km. As I came to a stop on the side of the road, the
engine bay caught on fire, then second later the oil leaking under my car caught on fire, then
igniting the dry grass under the BT. I tried to put the fire out with a fire extinguisher I carried, but it
ran out before I could totally put the fire out. The remaining fire reignited the oil. Attached photos
show what a Mazda BT looks like when its on fire and remains after the fire. After some research
online, I found out that the Mazda Bts have had turbo issues.

This experience has been disappointing and costly as I have not only had to buy a new work truck,
but also steel tray, bull bar, two way radio, driving lights, mines compliance mechanical and lighting
requirements, tool boxes, tools and personal items. I have bought a new dual cab, But not a mazda
bt. All I can say is, buyer beware. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! stacey South East
Queensland, QLD 2 reviews 3 likes Purchased in February 2012. Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! Rob Sydney, NSW Took it back 2 months ago and Mazda said they fixed.
Not happy at all. No rear camera and Sat Nav as well. Need as Im disable. If anyone has this
problem please let me know. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Bushie Perth, WA 3 reviews
It does have a downfall though, if you stick your boot into it to over take or just to take of quick you
will be disappointed. This ute goes nowhere, its like it doesnt kick back no power and no action just
nothing, very dangerous if moving in front of other vehicles. Compare all Jenny North Queensland,
QLD 5 reviews It is a very reliable car with not too many electronic gadgets on it so it does not
distract you from driving. I use the Android Auto feature to use google maps and my music on my
android phone, which is easy to use. Purchased in August 2018. Write a review on
ProductReview.com.au ! Brian This may sound like a trivial first world problem but when you spend
a lot of money, do a lot of driving and experience a radio that is very poor, it annoys me every time I
get in the car. Mazda has been so poor with their service followups that when I buy a new vehicle
next year, probably go back to Toyota. Just sick of it and the poor service. Badge 1 Body Ute Engine
Size 3.2L TurboDiesel Cab Dual Cab Transmission Automatic Date Purchased Aug 2018 Like Share
More Similar opinion. Write a review on ProductReview.com.au ! Shep Sydney, NSW 2 reviews 1 like
Always a good, robust car to drive until last week.
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